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Alefbet
The design
Baguette is a long bread split into 26 slices which in turn are assigned to the
26 characters of the latin script alphabet. The typeface is best used … not.

A b c m n o 26
Even slices result in a monospaced typeface. Uppercase is the same as lower case.

Styles

baguette regular
Available Format
postscript based OpenType font (otf)
Designed by
Johannes Lang in 2007 and released by Langustefonts in 2012.
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the dextrose
487926 slices
flour flavour
torpedo loaf
convections
distinguish
the dextrose

487926 slices

flour flavour

torpedo loaf

convections
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English 15/18 points
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he “baguette de tradition française” is made from wheat flour, water, yeast, and
common salt. It does not contain additives, but it may contain broad bean flour
(max 2percent), soya flour (max 0.5percent), wheat malt flour (max 0.3percent).
Standard baguettes however may contain a certain number of additives. Depending on
those used either in the original flour or in making the bread itself, a baguette
(or any other French bread) may not be considered vegan or kosher.
While a regular baguette is made with a direct addition of baker’s yeast, it is
not unusual for artisan-style loaves to be made with a poolish, “biga” or other
bread pre-ferments to increase flavor complexity and other characteristics, as
well as the addition of whole wheat flour or other grains such as rye. French
bread is required by law to avoid preservatives, and as a result bread goes stale
in under 24 hours, thus baking baguettes is a daily occurrence, unlike sourdough
bread which is baked generally once or twice a week, due to the natural preservatives in a sourdough starter.
Baguettes are closely connected to France and especially to Paris, though they are
made around the world. In France, not all long loaves are baguettes; for example,
a short, almost rugby ball shaped loaf is a batard (literally, bastard), or a
“torpedo loaf” in English (its origin is variously explained, but undocumented),
another tubular shaped loaf is known as a flute (also known in the United States
as a parisienne) flutes closely resemble baguettes and weigh more or less than
these, depending on the region, and a thinner loaf is called a ficelle (string).
(None of these are officially defined either legally or, for instance, in major
dictionaries, any more than the baguette itself.) French breads are also made in
forms such as a miche, which is a large pan loaf, and a boule, literally ball in
French, a large round loaf. Sandwich-sized loaves are sometimes known as demibaguettes, tiers, or sometimes “Rudi rolls”.
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Bread is a staple food prepared by cooking a dough of flour and water and often additional ingredients. Doughs are usually
baked, but in some cuisines breads are steamed (e.g., mantou), fried (e.g., puri), or baked on an unoiled frying pan (e.g.,
tortillas). It may be leavened or unleavened (e.g. matzo). Salt, fat and leavening agents such as yeast and baking soda are
common ingredients, though bread may contain other ingredients, such as milk, egg, sugar, spice, fruit (such as raisins),
vegetables (such as onion), nuts (such as walnuts) or seeds (such as poppy). Referred to colloquially as the “staff of
life”, bread has been prepared for at least 30,000 years. The development of leavened bread can probably also be traced to
prehistoric times. Sometimes, the word bread refers to a sweetened loaf cake, often containing appealing ingredients like
dried fruit, chocolate chips, nuts or spices, such as pumpkin bread, banana bread or gingerbread.
Fresh bread is prized for its taste, aroma, quality, appearance and texture. Retaining its freshness is important to keep
it appetizing. Bread that has stiffened or dried past its prime is said to be stale. Modern bread is sometimes wrapped
in paper or plastic film or stored in a container such as a breadbox to reduce drying. Bread that is kept in warm, moist
environments is prone to the growth of mold. Bread kept at low temperatures, in a refrigerator for example, will develop
mold growth more slowly than bread kept at room temperature, but will turn stale quickly due to retrogradation.
The soft, inner part of bread is known to bakers and other culinary professionals as the crumb, which is not to be confused
with small bits of bread that often fall off, called crumbs. The outer hard portion of bread is called the crust.
Bread is one of the oldest prepared foods. Evidence from 30,000 years ago in Europe revealed starch residue on rocks used
for pounding plants. It is possible that during this time, starch extract from the roots of plants, such as cattails and
ferns, was spread on a flat rock, placed over a fire and cooked into a primitive form of flatbread. Around 10,000 BC, with
the dawn of the Neolithic age and the spread of agriculture, grains became the mainstay of making bread. Yeast spores are
ubiquitous, including the surface of cereal grains, so any dough left to rest will become naturally leavened. There were
multiple sources of leavening available for early bread. Airborne yeasts could be harnessed by leaving uncooked dough
exposed to air for some time before cooking. Pliny the Elder reported that the Gauls and Iberians used the foam skimmed
from beer to produce “a lighter kind of bread than other peoples.” Parts of the ancient world that drank wine instead of
beer used a paste composed of grape juice and flour that was allowed to begin fermenting, or wheat bran steeped in wine, as
a source for yeast. The most common source of leavening was to retain a piece of dough from the previous day to use as a
form of sourdough starter.
A major advance happened in 1961 with the development of the Chorleywood bread process, which used the intense mechanical
working of dough to dramatically reduce the fermentation period and the time taken to produce a loaf. The process, whose
high-energy mixing allows for the use of lower protein grain, is now widely used around the world in large factories. As a
result, bread can be produced very quickly and at low costs to the manufacturer and the consumer.
Recently, domestic bread machines that automate the process of making bread have become popular.
As a foodstuff of great historical and contemporary importance, in many cultures in the West and Near and Middle East bread
has a significance beyond mere nutrition. The Lord’s Prayer, for example, contains the line “Give us this day our daily
bread”; here, “bread” is commonly understood to mean necessities in general. Bread is also significant in Christianity as
one of the elements (alongside wine) of the Eucharist; see sacramental bread. The word companion comes from Latin com“with” + panis “bread”. The Roman poet Juvenal satirised superficial politicians and the public as caring only for “panem
et circenses” (bread and circuses). In Israel, the most usual phrase in work-related demonstrations is “lekhem, avoda”
[bread, work], and during the 1950s the beatnik community used the term bread as a euphemism for money. In Cockney rhyming
slang, bread means money; this usage is derived from the phrase “bread and honey”. The word bread is now commonly used
around the world in English-speaking countries as a synonym for money (as is also the case with the word dough).
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Basic Latin

ABCDEFGHIJKLMNOPQRSTUVWXYZ
abcdefghijklmnopqrstuvwxyz
Punctuation and typographic Marks

.:;!?-_
‘“‘’‚“”„‹›«»
(/)[\]
Figures and Fractions

0123456789
Mathematical and Currency Symbols

+¬±×÷<>=
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The word itself was not used to refer to a type of bread
until apparently 1920, but what is now known as „baguette“
may have existed well before that. Though the baguette today
is often considered one of the symbols of French culture viewed from abroad, the association of France with long loaves
predates any mention of it. Long, if wide, loaves had been
made since the time of Louis XIV, long thin ones since the
mid-eighteenth century and in fact by the nineteenth century
some were far longer than the baguette: „loaves of bread six
feet long that look like crowbars!“ (1862); „Housemaids were
hurrying homewards with their purchases for various Gallic
breakfasts, and the long sticks of bread, a yard or two in
length, carried under their arms, made an odd impression upon
me.“ (1898)
A less direct link can be made however with deck ovens, or
steam ovens. Deck/steam ovens are a combination of a gasfired traditional oven and a brick oven, a thick „deck“ of
stone or firebrick heated by natural gas instead of wood. The
first steam oven was brought (in the early nineteenth century) to Paris by the Austrian officer August Zang, who also
introduced the pain viennois (and the croissant) and whom
some French sources thus Further info with originating the
baguette.
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Langustefonts
is a type and graphic design studio based in Vienna (Austria) founded and
run by Johannes Lang. The typefaces released are often rooted in experimental designs and are mainly but not only latin script typefaces. The main
focus lies on the development of new and original typefaces that fit nowadays requirements like an extended character set or the implementation of
OpenType features but there are also type-designs that are not legible at all.
After all a typeface can be seen as a collection of (arbitrary) vectors that
renders ‘liquid’ patterns if used to set text. A big source of inspiration is the
way we use the alphabetic code with its specific but absolutely arbitrary
shapes to make something audible visible and how we represent apparently
unambiguous content with a writing system where form and content don’t
have any connection anymore. Regardless of their experimental origin most
of the typefaces still do their job and can be used for all purposes ranging
from logotypes to running text.
Ordering
For ordering and pricing see:
langustefonts.com/baguette
Contact
Langustefonts, Rueppgasse 11/8, 1020 Vienna, Austria
info@langustefonts.com
This pdf is for review and evaluation only.
© Langustefonts, 2012. All rights reserved.
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